Novel approach to the study of the chiral discrimination. Mechanism in a series of imidazole derivatives using HPLC.
In high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using poly (octadecylsiloxane) as a stationary phase, phosphate buffer as a mobile phase, a series of R-S imidazole derivatives as solutes, and beta-CD (beta-CD) and hydroxypropyl-beta-CD (HP-beta-CD) as chiral selectors, a study on the hydrophobic effect on both the solute complexation with the chiral selector and chiral discrimination mechanisms was carried out by varying the sucrose concentration c in the mobile phase and the column temperature T. An original mathematical treatment was developed to calculate the degree of complexation, rho (the percent of complexed guest solute), and the number of sucrose molecules excluded from both the uncomplexed solute-RP18 stationary phase interface (when the solute transfer occurred) and the solute-CD interface during the complexation process. This number of sucrose molecules was an image of the relative intensity of the hydrophobic effect and the inclusion degree of the solute in the chiral selector. Different Van't Hoff plot shapes of the degree of complexation and sucrose molecule number were observed with beta-CD and HP-beta-CD indicating a change in the solute inclusion and chiral discrimination.